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Abstract 

William Shakespeare the greatest playwrights of Revival England. Wrote great number of ancient plays about English 
history. Protuberant historical events of the Middle Eons and the lives of the feudal monarchs were the chief source of his ancient 
plays. However, as Shakespeare was writing his ancient plays, the political atmosphere of Renaissance England had an influence on 
him. Shakespeare plays characteristically distorted historical indications in the favor of the reigning sovereigns and advocated the 
political views of Queen Elizabeth I and James I. Shakespeare plays can be studied politically. The intention of this paper is to study 
the political movement and role from the statesmanship and ordinary relationship of kingship and friendship that have interaction with 
the state government and one’s individual struggle against political establishment of power and religious proceedings of every 
contemporary England were chronicled in Shakespeare’s historical plays. The discern of Machiavellian political operator whether for 
good or evil is juxtaposed with open speaker of fact in public. William Shakespeare’s ancient plays were the source of political and 
social activities of the Middle Ages.  

 
Keywords: Renaissance, Statesmanship, Political Operator, Ancient Plays.  
 
Introduction 

William Shakespeare is the most eminent poet, playwright and writer of all the time. The predominant ancient events of the 
Middle Ages and the subsists of the feudal monarchs have been the chief source of his historical dramas. Shakespeare was greatly 
influenced by the political climate of the renaissance. In this paper I attain on bards play such as the merchant of Venice (1595) 
Othello (1604) which unified the political theme by Shakespeare. The research is based on Shakespeare's tragedies Romeo and Juliet 
(1593), Hamlet (1602), King Lear (1605), and Macbeth (1606), as well as his Roman dramas Titus Andronicus (1594), Julius Caesar 
(1599), Anthony and Cleopatra (1607), Coriolanus (1608), and Measure for Measure (1608). (1604) My research focuses on how 
Shakespeare addresses and enunciates political issues in these plays. 

 
Shakespeare and politics 

There are numerous ways to approach Shakespeare’s plays one can study his prodigy as a bard his preferred command of the 
English Language. One can examine his skills as a dramatist, his ability to craft compelling plots and to create complex characters and 
probe their mental depths. Shakespeare's play comprises his replications on such traditional human concerns as love, marriage, 
friendship, the family, aging, and death, and one can investigate numerous understandings into the nature of humanoid conditions. We 
cannot read Shakespeare as a political thinker in the way we can read another figure from the literary cannon as a political 
philosopher. Shakespeare has not left us any treaties or textual content which systematically set out principals for government, for 
organizations or views about office.  

 
The significance of politics to Shakespeare is simply evident prime subject for his political plays. His ten history plays focus 

on political matters. Coping with as they do with kind of English Kings. They rise a whole sequence of political subjects such as war 
and peace, the role of religion in politics, valid vs illegitimate princess. Among Shakespeare’s ten calamities four are set in historic 
Rome and take up similarly political issues, such as difference between Republic and a monarchy. Hamlet, King Lear, and Macbeth 
remain Shakespeare’s studies of monarchial characters and concern such as lawful succession and the danger of usurpation and 
authoritarianism. Othello set partially in Venice, shows Shakespeare’s interest in a contemporary republic and how political ideologies 
differ from a monarchy. Romeo and Juliet emphasis on romantic love, give the impression at first to be Shakespeare’s purely inland 
tragedy still emphases on two noble families in renaissance Verona and comprises a prince who may have steeped right out of the 
page of Machiavelli. 

 
On the outward Shakespeare’s comedies appears much less political and more centered on domestic life, particularly such 

topics as romantic love and the eternal skirmish amid the sexes and these plays accomplished happy culmination because they tend to 
abstract form the coarse and tumble world of politics. Even some of Shakespeare’s comedies deals with political problems; these have 
a tendency to be precisely the extra byzantine one with darker proportions that make their comic endings more problematic to archive 
and give their resolutions a apparently involuntary character. The Merchant of Venice and Measure for Measure both deals with 
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serious political problems, as well as tension flanked by religion and politics and both shove comedy so far in the development of 
tragedy that Shakespeare must utilize all his dramatic talent to bring his plays to a joyful conclusion. Shakespeare’s last plays are 
frequently referred to be tragic comedies he appears to be attempting to transcend tragedy by transcending politics. The Tempest in 
making its utopian space, it is understood as studying the potentials of philosophical king itself a very political issue. The Tempest 
however recapitulates political theme from some of Shakespeare’s furthermost tragic plays together with the fratricidal conflict in 
Hamlet, the betrayal and sworn testimony of a ruler in King Lear and the revolt tyrant in Macbeth.  

 
Shakespeare’s Roman dramas do not cope of with ancient Rome but they are about his own England. His roman plays have 

been called Elizabethan Englishmen disguise. If the plebeians clamor to gain at the start of Coriolanus, Shakespeare is hypothetical to 
be thinking of event nearer to home, the midlands rebellion of 1607. This agrarian rebellion threatened the attention of the land 
holding class in England, and paraphs Shakespeare as a well-heeled land landlord himself by this time was worried about this kind of 
agitation. Such conjectures lean towards to divert our devotion from the border issues that Shakespeare might be intensifying to 
narrow biographical readings of his plays. Shakespeare as a genuine political philosopher in his own right perhaps even a most 
important political philosopher, worthy to stand comparison with Machiavelli, Plato, Hobbes, Nietzsche and other great thinkers who 
have contemplated on the human circumstances in kith and kin to politics.  

 
One of the utmost impressive facets of Shakespeare’s play is the way they assortment all over the time and space from the 

ancient. Roman democracy from Coriolanus to a modern republic The Merchant of Venice and Othello, with all sorts of monarchies in 
flanked by. Shakespeare appears to have been interested in the various regimes through which human beings have progressed. 
Shakespeare has given his experience as an Englishmen. He has devoted a good deal of effort to understand monarchy as a distinct 
form of government. His plays about Henry V give the impression to endorse the idea of a king being paid to know his people 
developing a popular touch to make it informal to rule them and to do so justly. Shakespeare give the impression like to have unstated 
the concept the regime as developed by Plato and Aristotle the idea that different forms of political organization to inspire different 
form of human development. Not every human possibility is correspondingly available under every regime; it is problematic to be a 
Christian saint in pagan Rome. A monarchy will inescapably discourage certain forms of political activity, while a republic may cause 
the very same activities to flourish. Shakespeare is generally praised for the immense assortment of human kinds he portrays in his 
plays. Shakespeare has enclosed from ancient agnostic republic to modern Christian monarchies. When Horatio tells Hamlet “I am 
more an antique Roman than a Dane” he is saying something about the variety of regimes and their acquaintances to human diversity. 
He is soothing to be free of the instantaneous confines of his Danish milieu free to pursue a moral alternative prohibited in his own 
community but actual stimulated in ancient Rome as Shakespeare shows in Julies Caesar.  

 
Politics is at the epicenter of Shakespeare’s production. As Shakespeare, politics was an intellectual redemptive subject 

because, like all great political thinkers, it emancipated him from thinking exclusively in terms of the category of the community in 
which he afterwards lived. Shakespeare has prolonged his philosophical horizon by outspreading his political horizon. Shakespeare 
was able to examine several ways of life because of the various regimes, customs, and viewpoints that prevailed in different societies 
across time. For Shakespeare monarchy is a natural form of government. Men look instinctively for a king. Brutus tells the mob that 
he killed Caesar to save the republic; in Henry VI, Jack Cade, the leader of a rebellion, aspires to become king. In The Tempest the 
ageing Gonzalo sets out an imaginary Utopia. But he also envisages himself as King to realize the project. When the order is reinstated 
by the arrival of a new monarch Fortinbras in Hamlet Malcolm in Macbeth Edger in King Lear, or the restoration of old one, as in the 
return of Duke in Measure for Measure of Prospero to Milan in The Tempest. After the assassinations of Caesar order return only to 
end of Anthony and Cleopatra when the Triumvirate turn out to be a monarch. In Henry IV pt II the crowning of the new king ends the 
ailment of East cheap. 

 
The story begins with Richard II, who was ousted and assassinated by Bolingbroke. Richard is a feckless, self-absorbed jerk 

who is unfit for his position and ignores his responsibilities, but this does not excuse his removal. Bolingbroke is a power-hungry 
ambitious man. Treating Shakespeare as a solemn political thinker does not exhaust the breadth and depth of his work, but it is a start. 
 
Conclusion 

William Shakespeare subsisted in both Elizabethan and Jacobean epochs and witnessed the decline of feudalism. The 
dissolution of Catholic church and the growth of England as a state in which Protestantism triumphed. The theaters in England were 
the only and most powerful utensil so as to reach the common people, both Queen Elizabeth and King James wanted to rheostat the 
theater in order to influence or manipulate the perception the social order in accordance with their political views point. Shakespeare 
who survived under the authoritarian regime, tried to countersign the political views of the monarchies by distorting historical 
evidences and philanthropic messages in accordance with the dogma of the monarchy in his plays. He promoted the political views of 
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Elizabeth I and James I through the conduits he built between the similar events of his time and kings that he described in his plays. 
There were significant social, political and religious actions of early modern England behind the history plays of Shakespeare and he 
reproduced these political events in his dramas in accordance with the political interpretations of monarchy. Therefore, it is important 
to know these chief political events to comprehend and analyses the Shakespeare’s plays.  
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